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MORE RAVING AND RAMBLING FROM THE ROCK, i.e. SALT SPRING ISLAND
The current issue of the Beemer Reader features not one but two writers that differ greatly as to style and
content, but have similarity as to high value for interesting entertainment. Other members are encouraged to
keep it coming.
The editor of this most excellent journal will continue to stay in the saddle as long as he can read well enough to
perceive which is the BMW and which is that Russian three-wheeled machine, and is able to climb onto one or
other of the beasts without getting unduly out of breath and can remember where he left the keys. In other
words, it is life as usual even if not in the fast lane.
We hope to see you at the Blue Peter on the Brig or maybe both. Meanwhile best wishes from
Brian & Marjie

SUN. APR. 11TH, BREAKFAST BLUE PETER PUB  9:30 AM

RAKING AND PILL AGES
If anyone else keen to go on a wild and wonderful journey to fabled Mongolia? The editor would dearly love to
be there, complete with rented Chiang Jiang Military sidecar rigs, to be traversed through great tracts of steppe
country as seen about 800 years ago by Genghis Khan and the Golden Horde. Probably no rape and pillage but
there would be exotic sights and unique experiences. I doubt somehow that I will ever get there but some might.
FOR DETAILS CONTACT:  genghiskhanrun01@gmail.com

MOTORCYCLE VIDEO           Submitted by Brian Davies
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-cM9S2AzU28
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MY MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION (Sorry Mum!) By Michael Gye
No, this has nothing to do with sex. Seventy years ago when I was a lad, sex was unavailable…unless you were
married.  This obsession was (and still is) with motorbikes.
At fourteen I began to lust after motorcycles. I collected catalogues from British motorcycle manufacturers and
slobbered over the images of their beautiful machines. By the time I was sixteen I knew that I could no longer
live without a bike. I just had to own one! The two major problems facing me seemed insurmountable. One:
WW2 was in progress and gas was unavailable to the general public. Two: my savings account would have
difficulty stretching to a bicycle, never mind a motorbike. So I abandoned the motorcycle catalogues in favour
of the “Used Motorcycles for Sale” columns in the local paper. I finally located a 1915 - 350 cc sidevalve AJS
going for a song in Leamington, a town about seven miles away. I set off early one morning with money in my
pocket and a Bradshaw Train Time Table in my hand. I walked the mile and a half from our house to the
station, and rode the train to Leamington, then walked another mile or so to where the bike was residing. I paid
for the bike, stuffed the papers in my pocket and started pushing my prize back to the station. It seemed to take
an inordinate amount of effort to keep it rolling until I realized there was very little air in the tyres…Idiot!
I got help getting the bike into the guard’s van at the station and out again at the other end. The last leg of the
journey, which was mostly up hill, took hours and reduced me to a state of total physical incompetence. At
home yet another problem faced me. We lived in a tiny 300 year old cottage that was held up by the cottages
glued to each side of it.  So, other than through the house, there was no access to the back garden where the bike
would reside,. I had to squeeze the machine through the front door, past the dining room furniture, through the
kitchen and then out through the back door into the back yard.
The back garden was long and narrow, defined by the two high brick walls which ran down a slope to the far
end of the property. There we had a chicken run. My bike riding would be confined to a pathway running down
the length of the garden to the chicken run and back up to the house again.
There was no gas to be had. The only available fuel was methylated spirits (methyl hydrate). Here I ran into
another technical problem (by now I had air in the tyres)…the bike wouldn’t start on alcohol. So at enormous
expense, I bought bottles and bottles of lighter fluid which was still for sale in the stores.  This I used to get the
engine started. On top of the cylinder head the manufacturer had installed a small tap and funnel. Starting
procedure was decidedly tricky. With the bike on the rear stand, I would first stuff a handkerchief in the
carburetor air intake (my home-made conversion kit for running on alcohol). Then I would open the tap on the
cylinder head and pour in about an ounce of lighter fluid, close the tap and very quickly hit the kick starter. The
bike would fire and usually stop. After repeating this procedure a few times I could get the engine to run
continuously though somewhat erratically. As soon as it warmed up enough I would quickly mount up, throw it
in gear and roar down the hill and back again until the alcohol ran out. This didn’t take long because I could
never afford to put more than a pint or two in the tank.  But I sure had a riot while it lasted… and next week
there was usually more money to buy more fuel.
I was so grateful for my mother’s help in overcoming my father’s vigorous objections to the whole project that I
offered her a ride on the luggage grid. I was astonished when she turned down the offer. She owned that the
prospect of the ride filled her with grave misgivings. I was dismayed at first but confident that I could change
her mind. Two weeks later I caught her in a weak moment (she’d had a couple of martinis). I put a cushion on
the luggage rack and tenderly helped her mount.  I had warmed the engine so I was able to make an impressive
take off …and down the pathway we went - full bore! My Mother was a big woman, and stupidly, I had
neglected to add her weight, the pitch of the slope, the bike’s limited braking ability, and my novice riding skills
into the equation.  So when I clapped on the anchors at my usual braking mark, nothing much happened. We hit
at about 20 knots. There was loud splintering noise as the chicken run door disintegrated; followed by a
cacophony of squawks as twenty or so chickens scrambled to get airborne and avoid oblivion. As the dust and
feathers settled, the bike lay on its side, my mother had done a face plant and was lying in the six inch deep
layer of mud and chicken poop that covered the run… and I was hoping the earth would open up and swallow
me. My mother allowed me to help her to her feet in absolute silence. She said not a word, turned on her heel
and limped her way painfully up to the house. It took my father a day to repair the damage to the chicken run. It
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took me two days to find and retrieve the chickens and clip their wings because now they knew that they could
fly their way out of prison.
“Oh well, we all make mistakes” as the hedgehog said as he climbed regretfully off the hairbrush.

   
 Photo by Michael Gye

Drawing by Michael Gye

Sun Apr 18 - 25th Annual Classic & Vintage M/C Swap Meet and Show 'N Shine
10:00 am South Delta Rec.Centre 1720 - 56th St Tsawwassen BC Info: (604) 299-0020
Web Site: www.classicbikeswapmeet.com

20th ANNIVERSARY CAMPOUT
Saturday, September 11, 2010, 20th Anniversary Club campout at Sayward, is now officiailly confirmed and
booked!
The club has reserved 5 campsites (holding 2 campers per site) at $14 per site.  Please confirm your attendance
in case we need to reserve more sites.
In addition there are 6 motel rooms and 3 cabins.  If you prefer these accommodations to camping, please make
the reservations directly with Fisherboy park. Webiste:  www.fisherboypark.com Toll free:  1-866-357-0598
More information concerning this ride in future news letters.  Bob Leach and Don Robertson
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FROZEN BUTT TOUR 2010 BY Paul Mondor
I am looking outside the Comfort Inn window and I can see Frosty. It should be a normal scene, but it is not.
The wind is howling and the snow is about 3 feet deep.
The thermometer hovers around -25. Next to her is Steve Becraft’s 650 GS too. I have come to this town on the
edge of the Trans-Labrador Highway to meet with 3 other riders and a support vehicle driver to launch the first-
ever Frozen Butt Tour. People are actually paying me to guide them through almost 3000 kilometers of nerve
wrecking, teeth clenching, skills honing, ice covered roads. The temperatures are expected to drop to -40’s, if
we are lucky.

Steve Becraft from Victoria BC on his BMW 650 GS,Keith Herve from Englewood Florida on his 09 KLR 650,
Patrice Roux on his 08 BMW F800GS, and I’m on my faithful Frosty, her third winter trip. We also have with
us Gerry Malone from Stoney Creek Ontario who will drive the GMC 2500 HD truck with the trailer as our
support vehicle.
I arrived here on the 29th of January before they got here (except Steve who arrived earlier) to make sure
everything was in place. The plan is to spend 2 days together getting to know each other and the bikes as well as
making sure they have adhered to the rules I had previously set.  The bikes must have HyppoHandz, carbide
tungsten studs on the tires and also be in excellent shape. The riders must have their arctic rated suits, boots and
gloves, as well as helmets with breathing apparatus (Air Recyclers of some kind). And NO electric gear. They
don’t work at -0 and colder, and make for a very poor layer.
It is 7 am when we all get up on the 1st of February and get our rides ready. The temperature is close to -30C
and the guys are stoked!!  After fueling, we head to the TLH (Trans-Labrador Highway).  As we enter it, we
stop at the sign and take pictures.  A convoy of heavy haulers passes us by and the guys are worried they will
set our pace for the next 226 kms to Manic 5 where we plan to sleep tonight if all goes well. But I have another
idea. I roll by the escort truck and ask the driver if we can pass. He radios the police in front and we are given
the go ahead. After we pass, we end up behind the SQ police cruiser.  I wave to the guys to stay back and roll by
the cruiser’s driver side window. He looks at me with a grin, rolls down again and says “Yu again?” At the end
of my last Iceman trip, he was the same police officer who helped to escort me to my friend Rene’s driveway
wondering why I could not stop crying and shaking. Rene explained to him and the rest is history.
On we went! We got to Manic 5 about 5 hours later. Their initiation to riding on ice was not as good as planned.
After a good dinner and a lot of BS, we went to bed. But not before letting them know that right after we climb
past the Manic 5 Power Dam, the Ice Road starts and will be with us for close to 3000 kilometers. We got up at
7 am, went through the routine of jumping the bikes and finally took off. Labrador City is another 389 kms from
here and the terrain as well as the conditions will only get worse. Especially around the Fire Lake Mine Road
where the road serpentines its way around the railroad track. But we amazingly made it to Labrador City with
no crashes.
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We got to the Two Seasons Hotel and the rest was welcome. The mercury had stayed frozen stiff at the -40
mark all day. Seeing how eager and how good they were, I asked them if they would mind if we keep on riding
to Goose Bay (600 kms) instead and then we would attempt to ride the new Labrador extension highway that
just opened on December 27th.
We would become the first bikes to ride this new extension and also the first group to ever ride the TLH. The
group agreed.
We got up bright an early and after being interviewed by Mike Power from CBC National Radio we headed
north on Road 500. We made our way to Churchill Falls where we refuelled, ate and then headed to Goose Bay.
The snow was falling hard and the wind had picked up quite a bit. When we rode by the Transport Labrador
midway station, I waved then over and walked in. I asked the staff if it was ok for us to steel some comfort and
heat for a bit.  They welcomed us in. After about an hour of coffee, home-made muffins and of course some
rum, we headed out promising them we would stop on our way back.
Not long after we headed out, Steve had a crash and almost rolled under the only 18 wheeler we saw in three
hours. He scared the hell out of him and us. But this was not the only thing that would put excitement in our
ride. The caribou are migrating at this time of the year and there are hundreds of thousands in Northern
Labrador. They were everywhere. We came across many small herds just standing there quietly in the middle of
the road that night. So Gerry stayed in front of us with the truck. As much as I enjoyed running with them in
2008 at night, I was alone and had no choice. Too much could go wrong now with 4 riders. But what a sight to
see these beautiful creatures running with you on the road sometimes for a few kilometers.
We rolled in to Goose Bay at about 8 PM. We had rode about 600 kms and we were bagged. There was a group
decision that we could not do three more days like this in order to reach Blanc Sablons. So we headed to
Cartwright, 400 kms of nothing. The scenery becomes 100% unforgiving and merciless. If something happens
to you out there, you are alone and you are done. They could not understand how I could have done it alone in
08.
It took us 8.5 hours to get to Cartwright. It was so far the longest day and the coldest too. We bought heated
visors in Labrador City because we could not see through the ice inside our helmet (don’t ask!!), they were
thankfully working just fine.
We had a great dinner at the Cartwright Hotel and celebrated our success. Half of it! Because we still had the
other half to ride back. When we got up in the morning, we went to town and after fuelling, I took off on a
snowmobile trail and rode out onto the Atlantic ice. The guys joined me and we became the first ones to do this
as well. It was grand.
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After spending a bit of time goofing around in Cartwright we headed out. Once we reached the intersection of
 the Methis trial and the new highway I asked the guys if they wanted to push a bit, and they said yes. “Good”
then follow me. We rode for the first two hours at anywhere between 100 and 120 km/h on the ice road. Riding
like this, on the edge of losing control and watching the snow banks and the blinding white snow covered
scenery go by under this amazingly blue sky is something that words cannot explain. It must be felt!!!
We ended up reaching Goose Bay 5 hours later. It was wild! We reached the North Hotel in Goose Bay and
after a bite and a few drinks???, we decided to do another 600 kms day and head for Labrador City. The next
morning we got up and after an interview with the local paper we headed to Churchill Falls. The storm that had
stayed with us for the last two days was starting to spit out some serious white stuff. The wind was invited as
well and he was pissed. When we reached Churchill Falls, the guys were not sure if they wanted to keep going
and make it to Labrador City that night. After a lengthy discussion Patrice said “I did not come here to have it
easy. I can do easy in summer. I came here to push myself and I am sure you all did as well. So let’s push and
let’s not be the candy asses Keith hates so much!”  Don’t ask!
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So we headed out to Labrador City. We reached her after a long day in the saddle.

                                     

We were 556 kms from Baie-Comeau and that much closer to having conquered the Frozen Butt Tour. We hit
the sack early that night and got up bright and early. The locals were standing outside the Tim Horton’s in
Labrador City when we showed up for coffee and breakie. We had a great time. The whole of Labrador City
knew we were there and everywhere we went, we were received like we were some of their own ---a bit more
nuts mind you!
We reached Relais Gabriel about 2 hours later for a well deserved break. The conditions were worsening and it
looked like the TLH would not let us off that easy. More wind and snow accompanied us along to Manic 5
where we had to look for Gerry’s lost battery charger. One of many lost items during this trip. According to
some, we had also lost our sanity, but to this day I am sure we all left it behind at home.
About an hour after leaving Manic 5, I got a flat on my front tire and went down. I did not tell the guys about it
for two reasons. 1) There was no way in hell I was finishing the tour I had organized in a trailer, and 2) I did not
want them to worry.  After riding for a while like this, I had to stop to rest and that is when they found out. I
decided to keep on going. I asked them to stay behind me and watch my behind (Get your minds out of the
gutter).
I got scared so many times that my tire would come off the rim and send me under one of the many incoming
rigs heading north that my fingers were hard to unwrap off the grips when finally made it back to Baie-Comeau.
We stopped at the Comfort Inn, got off our steeds and all screamed and hugged each other. We had made it!
Four riders and one support driver, 3000 kilometers of ice, temps in the -45C range, 7 days of adventures that
would create a lifetime of memories.  But most importantly, we had started 5 strangers who had met on the
internet and who were willing to be lured into my world. They trusted me with their lives. We lived through
something few (only us) have ever lived through before and we came out as friends. The 2010 Frozen Butt Tour
had made us not only better men, better riders, but also allowed us to become friends forever.
We shared sheer terror, shear panic. Our nerves were pushed in ways that I cannot put on words. We saw things,
lived things and felt things that no one can even imagine.
But at the end it is (us) who will still be sticking in our minds. Once the memories of ten feet tall snow banks,
temperatures that would love nothing more than to kill you, road conditions that 99.9999% of riders would not
even dream of riding in, along with the sheer fact that Labrador allowed us through and did not spit us out dead;
it will be the memories of us and the people we met along the way that will make me smile and that I will
cherish the most.
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But till then I and others have other Frozen Butt Tours to live through. Want to come? ICEMAN out.
Just go and ride!!

CHIEF JOSEPH RALLY   BMW RIDERS OF OREGON
Dates:  June 17 - 20, 2010    Location:  Grant County Fairgrounds, John Day Oregon
Pre-Registration: $40.00 per person [must be post marked by 6/04/2010].
Gate Registration: $50.00 per person, 12 yrs and younger: $10.00 per person
Mail Snail Mail Pre-registration forms and checks [payable to BMW Riders of Oregon] to:
Terry Ney, 520 NE Center Street, Sheridan, OR 97378 Questions? Terry at 503-680-9984 or
tney88@onlinenw.com          Electronic Pre-Registration and Payment available at:  www.bmwro.org
BEE CEE BEEMERS 9TH HOTSPRINGS RALLY AUGUST 19 -22, 2010
Nakusp, B C CDN$65 per person, which includes 3 nights camping, 3 catered suppers, buckets of Kicking
Horse coffee, home baked muffins in the morning and a rally pin. Contact Michael McPeak (604) 438-3954 or
rally@beeceebeemers.com
FOR SALE
2004 BMW R1200C Montauck. 62,000 km. Many extras. Asking $9,500. This is a rare one year only model in
the Bond Series and the last year of the cruiser series.  Bob Leach   250 477 1099

RIDE SCHEDULE – Sorry it’s so short this time
Date Event Location Type Organizer

April 11
Sunday

Monthly Gathering Blue Peter Breakfast Colleen Barnes

April 17
Saturday

Brigantine Run Maple Bay Brunch Volunteer needed

May 1
Saturday

Monthly Gathering Olympic View
Golf Course

Breakfast Klaus Kreye

May 15
Saturday

Ride for Dad Victoria Charity
Event

Bob Leitch

May 16
Sunday

Monthly Ride Saltaire Pub
Ladysmith

Road Don Robertson

May 28 - 31 49er Rally Auburn,
California

Rally Volunteer needed

June 6
Sunday

Monthly Gathering Pioneer House
Duncan

Breakfast Cindy Liboiron


